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Sharon Bamber - Loss,
This pastel. was awarded The Artists Award, presented to the work that best captured the
spirit of the Sketch for Survival campaign which was run by UK conservation charity, Explorer
Against Extinction Sketch for Survival.
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2020 Olive Oil Awards a great success
This year’s Royal Easter Show Olive Oil competition, held during
September, garnered a record number of entries and featured a
best ever range of delicious oils. The Supreme Award went to
Kapiti Olive Oils from the Kapiti Coast, who also won this
competition two years ago. This has been an exceptional year for
Kapiti who entered four different varieties of oil and all four gained
Gold medals - something not previously seen.

Supreme Award - Kapiti Olive Oil,
Koroneiki

Ready for judging

Judging took place in mid-September and as a consequence of the high number of entries had
to be carried out over two days rather than the usual one. All oils, which had to be from New
Zealand and from the 2020 harvest, are coded and blind tasted and are awarded points out of a
maximum of 50 for a range of features including aroma, freshness, flavour, balance and
harmony. All entries have to be Extra Virgin Oil, meaning that they have been harvested and
processed in such a way that the final oil is extremely pure and very low in free fatty acids.
The remit to the judges is to pick the oils which they believe to be not only of top quality but
also will have greatest appeal with the consuming public. 43 points and over puts the oil into
the very select Gold Medal category. In total the judges awarded 19 Gold medals, 28 Silver and
9 Bronze. Full details of all medal winners can be accessed on the Auckland A&P website:
www.aucklandaandp.co.nz

Our judges this year were Geoff Webster, a food
technologist and certified olive oil taster, Dr Judy
Goulden, an experienced judge, Stephen Smith, a chef
and recipe developer with My Food Bag, Marie Wong,
Professor of Food Technology at Massey University
and Dr Laurence Eyres, leading oils and foods
consultant, widely regarded as New Zealand’s premier
specialist on edible oils. To ensure consistency of
judging over all entries Laurence Eyres and Geoff
Webster judged on both days. Chief judge Laurence
commented: ‘Once again the entries featured a large
number of outstanding olive oils with delicious flavour
notes. The vast majority are up with the very best oils
worldwide and outshine most of the imported oils
encountered in supermarkets.’

L-R Dr Laurence Eyres, Geoff Webster, Stephen Smith and
Marie Wong
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Gourmet Oil Awards
There are two sections to our competition, one for olive
oils, both pure and flavoured and table olives; there is
also a second category for non-olive ‘gourmet culinary
oils’ featuring a wide range of oils including avocado,
hempseed, flaxseed and nut oils.
The winner in this category was a delicious walnut oil
from Uncle Joes of Marlborough.

The olive industry in New Zealand dates back to early settlers who brought olive trees with
them, including Sir John Logan Campbell who planted trees in what is now Logan Park in the
1870s. Indeed, our magnificent Trophy awarded to the Supreme winner each year has been
carved from the remains of one of those early trees. Despite these early origins the New
Zealand olive industry as we know it today really only took off in the 1990s when a range of new
varieties were imported from Europe by innovative enthusiasts. Today there are a total of over a
million olive trees well established in more than 200 groves all over the country, with some
groves sharing processing facilities whist several larger ones have their own on-site processing.
Picking commences in March and runs through to May/June in
different groves depending on the latitude of the grove and
seasonal weather conditions. During the growing and picking
seasons olives slowly change from green to yellow to black as
they ripen. Early picked olives are usually green and produce
oils of great intensity whereas later harvested olives produce
more delicate oils with fruitier characteristics. Most producers
pick when each tree has olives with a blend of colours and the
resulting oil then exhibits a blend of upfront fruitiness with a
degree of bitterness and a moderately pungent ‘finish’. The
pungent aftertaste is caused by the presence of a range of
constituents known as polyphenols and these are a major
contributor to the health-giving properties of extra virgin olive
oil.
Organising of our competition commences each year with the selection
of judges in May or June, then in late June Melissa sends out the
Schedule and Entry Form to our 200+ mailing list of groves up and down
the country. Entries close in late August and the oils entered must be
with us at the Showgrounds by early September. A small team of A&P
volunteers does a great job behind the scenes each year to code the
oils, pour them into tasting glasses and generally assist in making the
judging go smoothly.
Mike Cundy
Convener, RES Olive Oil Awards
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Edmund Hillary Art Exhibition
The exhibition at the Edmund Hillary Retirement Village from 13th to 15th November was an
enormous success. The number of paintings exceeded all expectations as did the glass and
ceramics.
The sales in paintings were way out in front of previous sales, encouraging and an
acknowledgement to the many beautiful paintings shown in this exhibition and the expertise of
the artists themselves in paintings, glass and ceramics.
The Edmund Hilary Retirement Village is a beautiful venue, spacious, well lit and in an elegant
and serene auditorium. It shows the art and art works room to be exhibited to the best
advantages.
There was a large number of visitors to the exhibition from all parts of Auckland and surrounds
and complimented with appreciation from family members and staff.
We are pleased to detail the prize winning paintings. The judges had an extremely difficult task
in awarding these prizes, such was the very high standard of the submitted works.

First Prize
Long Bay Park by Haihu Wang
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Second Prize

Third Prize

Bouquet,a diptych by Gailene Marsden

Temeraire by Nyle Major

Merit Awards
Country Life by Rowan Forbes
Horses on the move by Angela Maxwell
Bottom of the garden by John Towers
Auroroa by Amber Adams.
This large exhibition was a rewarding,profitable and a very lively exhibition All aspects of art
exhibited were displayed and hung in most attractive and likeable positions. The different
subjects,manner and use of different mediums used were extremely interesting and diverse.

Glass table

Ceramics Table
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From the Auckland A&P Art
Collection
Shearing Shed
by Jos Coufreur

Gailene Marsden
‘Gailene was born and brought up in Auckland and her
leisure pursuits often included creative activities. She
studied oil painting in her early years, then took up the
challenge of watercolour
20 years ago and
subsequently became fascinated by the amazing
range of materials in the medium of acrylics.
As a member of several art groups, she is a very keen
painter, and over the years has attended selected
tutored workshops. Gailene spends many hours a
week practicing her art,
and her impressionist /
abstract works are created with a lively, energetic
style , featuring clean, clear, vibrant hues, always
striving to capture a sense of movement and
atmosphere.

Windswept by Gailene Marsden

Gailene has been exhibiting and selling her artwork since 2004, and it is currently included in various
private collections both in New Zealand and overseas.
For more information and samples of her artwork. See www.gailenemarsden.co.nz ‘

Tip for artists
"Shadows can be the foundation of any painting. Shadows hold the light
together,highlight the focal point. But,when details take over the shadowed
parts the results can look flat,busy and inconvincing. The simpler the shadows
the better they work echoing the main points of the painting. Shadows look their
best when painted with translucency."

Royal Easter Show Art Awards 2021 - Schedule available at www.aucklandaandp.co.nz

